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Lot # 2299, sensational franking of two 5 kopek with large pearls together with five cutouts from postal stationery envelopes
Lot # 2234, fantastic pair of 10 kopek with very good margins and rare shade lilac-red pair

Back cover:
Lot # 2218, "The Rancken Cover" spectacular cover from Wasa with 6 x 5 kopek small pearls
Lot # 2306, a spectacular strip of three of 5 kopek in the first, dark blue shade with large pearls. Largest multiple recorded
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After five fantastic specialized auctions, we are happy
to now bring up the two last important sections that
were part of the legendary Gummesson Grand Prix
winning collection of 20 frames exhibited in
Melusina, Luxembourg 1963.
One is the extensive specialized collection of town
cancellations in alphabetical order, which was kept in
13 albums. You will find small places which are
almost never on the market and a great number of
beautiful items in outstanding quality. From most
places there are also exceptional small selections still
on the album pages. 
The other is the specialized collection of Åland
Islands, which is an exciting area with numerous spe-
cialized items of a varied nature, often extremely dif-
ficult to find and extant in very small numbers.
This auction is “topped” by some spectacular rarities,
which we believe will speak for themselves and they
are among the absolute prime items of Finnish classic
philately. At the end you will also find some interes-
ting lots of unusual reprints as well as other miscella-
neous items and lots.
As an extra service for our Finnish clients we will of
course, as usual, also arrange a special viewing in

Helsinki. But please note that this time it will take
place at Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel! For more informa-
tion please see page 5.
We hope to have the pleasure of welcoming to
Malmö as before, a great crowd of Finland collectors
from their home country as well as international spe-
cialists.
Welcome!

POSTILJONEN

Preface 

Lars-Olow Carlsson       Claes Arnrup
Managing Director          Chairman of the board
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Viewing/ Näyttö

In Malmö
At our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9 

Monday 25 – Wednesday 27 March
9.00-17.00

Thursday 28 – Friday 29 March
9.00-18.00

Saturday 30 March
9.00-

In Helsinki
At Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel, 
Mikonkatu 23

Friday 22 March
12.00-18.00

All single items from The Gummesson Collection, with the
exception of extremely expensive ones. Should you wish for us to
bring a particular expensive rarity, please contact us beforehand.

In addition we will also take with us all Finnish single items and
chosen lots & collections from the general auction # 224. Other
non-bulky lots can be brought upon request.

Kaikki Gummesson kokoelman yksittäiskohteet, lukuunottamatta
kaikkein kalleimpia harvinaisuuksia, ovat nähtävissä Helsingissä. Ota
yhteyttä etukäteen, jos haluat, että tuomme paikalle erityisesti jonkin
tietyn harvinaisuuden.

Lisäksi tuomme kaikki yksittäiset Suomi –kohteet sekä osan eristä ja
kokoelmista, jotka ovat mukana huutokaupassamme numero 224.
Voimme ottaa mukaan myös muitakin kohteita, ota yhteyttä niin
sovitaan asiasta.

If there is anything you are wondering about regarding our visit to Helsinki, please contact us at:
+46-40 25 88 50 or stampauctions@postiljonen.se

Meet us in Helsinki! • Tavataan Helsingissä!
In connection with our special viewing at Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel you also have the
possibility to hand in consignments for our future international auctions.
Or just use this opportunity to meet our philatelic expert Andreas Lindekvist for a fri-
endly chat. Managing Director Lars-Olow Carlsson will be there at your service as well.

Helsingin näyttömme yhteydessä sinulla on mahdollisuus myös jättää kohteita tule-
viin kansainvälisiin huutokauppoihimme.
Voit myös käytää tilaisuuden hyväksesi ja tulla tapaamaan asiantuntijaamme
Andreas Lindekvistiä ja keskustella hänen kanssaan filateliasta. Myös toimitusjohta-
jamme Lars-Olow Carlsson on paikalla ja valmis auttamaan sinua.

We look forward to seeing you there!
Nähdään Helsingissä!
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Mail Bidders!
We always endeavour to simulate the actual 
auction situation for our mail bidders, you must
however beforehand have determined the maxi-
mum you wish to pay for each lot and we will
ensure that this maximum is not exceeded. 
Your bids must be in Euro and divisible by 10. 
The bidding always starts with the second highest
mail bid plus the next increase (see conditions of
sale sect. 2). The bidding then continues between
the bidders in the audience and the highest mail
bidder.

Avoid missing out on every item you wanted
because of higher bids from others by bidding 
on many items but limit your total purchase to 
an amount of your choice (see bid form “my total
purchase must not exceed:...excl. commission”).
You can for example bid for a sum of € 10000 but
limit your total purchase to € 1000 or any amount
you wish.    

You can also bid on two or several items and add
“or” in between. We will then make sure that you
get only one of these items.

Further, according to your instructions we can for
example also raise your bid on one item if it turns
out that you got another item less expensive than
your highest bid.

Should there be two or more equal mail bids then
the first bid received will buy the lot, so please sub-
mit your bids as early as possible.

To ensure you a safe handling of your bids, we
need them at least 24 hours before the auction
starts.

V.A.T.
Please note that the buyer’s premium 25% includes
Swedish V.A.T.
Buyer’s premium 20% excl. V.A.T. only for:

1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU 
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
 forwarded to us in good time before the
 auction!

MOMS 
Köparprovisionen 25% inkluderar moms för kunder
inom Sverige och EU. Momsregistrerade handlare, 
se ovan.

Import V.A.T.
Lots marked •
Please note that lots marked • in front of the lot 
No. are subject to importation V.A.T. 12% 
will be added to the auction price except for:

1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU 
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
 forwarded to us in good time before the
 auction!

Importskatt tillkommer med 12% på auktionspriset 
på alla objekt markerade med • före objektnumret.
Momsregistrerade handlare utanför Sverige, v.g. 
se punkt 2 ovan.

Financing the auction
Purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to
finance a large part of the total purchase for shorter
or longer periods. Credit or payment arrangements
must be agreed on in good time before the auction.

Currency Euro
This auction is held in Euro.
If there is anything you are wondering about regard-
ing this, don’t hesitate to contact us! 
Denna auktion avhålls i Euro. 
För de svenskar som så önskar kan fakturering ske i
SEK till av oss, på auktionsdagen, fastställd växelkurs. 

Nyhet!
Nu kan du även betala med Swish till Postiljonen AB.
Vårt Swish-nummer är: 1230593988
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Please fill in and send us the form below (or a photocopy) for payment by card.

Invoice No:                               MasterCard/Eurocard q         VISAq

Card number:       

Exp. date:                        CVV2/CVC2                 (3 digit security code)

Name on card: ___________________________________________

Your signature: ___________________________________________

Methods of Payment
Bank Draft
When paying by bank draft in Euro it has to be drawn on a bank in Euroland and if in SEK on a
Swedish bank. Please add €35 to the invoice amount to cover bank charges. 
No private cheques please!

Bank Transfer
Please transfer EURO to:    SEB, Malmö
                                            IBAN: SE92 5000 0000 0590 1821 1265
                                            Bic: ESSESESS
If transfer in SEK:                IBAN: SE47 5000 0000 0551 1100 1247

PlusGiro
Please transfer SEK/EURO to:    PLUSGIROT, Stockholm
                                                   Bic: NDEASESS
                                                   IBAN: SE74 9500 0099 6042 0637 0118

Cash Payment
New EU Directives has led to legislation resulting in stricter bank policies regarding cash depo-
sits. We therefore kindly ask you to, if possible, avoid cash/cheque payments. Please note that
Swedish cheques are considered as cash by the banks!

Credit Card
We accept payment for auction purchases by the following Credit Cards:

A service charge of 2,5% will be added to your invoice total. 
For overseas customers we recommend that you notify your bank before the transaction.

On our website you can also find a secured payment form to use 
for sending your credit card information.
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Postiljonen has always emphasized the advantages and the importance of collecting philatel-
ic items of the highest quality. We think this is an important step for the development of
modern collecting.
To highlight, and to a certain degree reward what we think is interesting, fun, beautiful and
high quality philately, we are choosing a number of items in our auction catalogues and pre-
sent them with Postiljonen emblems. It should be specially noted that it is not a complete
classification, you will surely find other items that would well deserve extra attention.
This choice of excellence is a subjective opinion, even if done with professional as well as
philatelic skill and experience. It reflects also the emotional influence of an individual eye.

An item of outstanding quality and beauty. A rarity for its
appearance and not necessarily for its value. Suitable in any
collection for private enjoyment as well as for exhibition.

An item of highest excellence in regard to
quality, beauty and rarity. A wonderful addi-
tion to any collection in its area.

“Postiljonen Horses”

Extra scans on the web!
For every auction we publish thousands of extra scans on our website
www.postiljonen.com including more or less all certificates of single items
and a very large number of collections and lots are scanned in their entirety,
further many others with selected pages/scans.
In most cases these lots are marked with a picture of a camera µ in front of
the lot #. However, sometimes there may also be scans of lots that do not bear
the sign. Please check our website for updates.

More scans at cost

We often get requests for additional scans and sometimes in higher resolu-
tions, sometimes for research or documentation purposes.
Due to time restrictions and limited availability of the lots due to ongoing
viewings, we must restrict this service of making further scans on individual
requests. In the cases time allows us to supply more scans we will charge for
the costs of € 10 for each request (maximum 10 scans or photos)

If more than 10 scans are requested, € 1 per scan will be added. Must be paid
beforehand by credit card, please go to “Payments” on our website.

Please have a look at:

www.postiljonen.com
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An invitation to consign to the  
Postiljonen Autumn Auction

We are looking for better single 
items and collections for our 

International Auction 
27-28 September 2019

Please book a meeting with us: 

Malmö +46 (0)40-25 88 50 
Stockholm +46 (0)8 32 70 70
Copenhagen +45 33 91 52 00

We look forward 
to your call!



Including important items from

The Grand Prix d’Honneur
Collection of Finland

at Melusina 1963
in Luxembourg
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From around the time Mr. Gummesson 
won the Grand Prix
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P 2001 2 � ALAVO high box postmark on a beautiful 10 kopek R5. Sign. RGm
& Thier. VERY RARE. 400

P µ2002 2e � “ALAVO 15.2 1859” rare high box pmk (R 5) at side
and pen canc. 10 kopek  on a very beautiful cover to
Kristinestad. Sign. RGm & cert. Schwenson. 
VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 750

Town Postmarks
The Gummesson collection of Town Postmarks consisted of 13 albums from A to Å.
This extensive collection was exhibited outside of competition by itself a few times
by Rolf Gummesson and it was of course in large part also represented in Melusina
in 1963.
Among the almost 250 lots you will see the large extent of completeness including
numerous rare items, often in exceptional quality and beauty.



€uro
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P 2006 � “BJÖRNEBORG 12 FEB 1870”. Late use of low box postmark in type 3,
which normally has a “D” before the date, though it exists without and
is rare as such. Please see page 17 in  “Die Frühen Ortsstempel
Finnlands”. SUPERB. Bid

P 2007 4C2v � An exceptional cover with variety “white spot in upper left corner” on
10 kopek roulette II with pen canc. and at side “BJÖRNEBORG APR.
1866”, ½ tooth missing at top. Very large stamp. Ex. Fabergé. 150

P 2003 4C1 � “ALAVO 24.2 1863” in a beautiful high box pmk on an exceptional piece
with 10 kopek roulette. Facit R5. The “4” in the date is filled in with
pen. SUPERB. 100

P µ 2004 2+7-9 ALAVO postmarks incl. two high box (R5) on 9 items, 10 kopek (4), 
�/ � 10 penni (pair), 20 and 40 (3) penni. Superb or excellent pmks, one

partly filled in with pen and one blue. Mostly with very minor
imperfections. VERY BEAUTIFUL. 200

P 2005 9C3 � Very beautiful envelope with 40 penni roulette III with superb “ALA-
VO 6.3 1874”. Brownish spot from the seal on back. Facit R 2. 100

2003 Ex 2004

2006 2007



P µ2010 5C2v2 “BJÖRNEBORG 7.7 1875”, superb c.d.s. on 5 penni 
� roulette II on an 8 penni postcard, irregular perf.

typical for the last printing period. Paying the 10
penni rate, but a necessary franking as the 2 penni
value was not yet issued! Registered in Facit, but
not priced! Cert. Schwenson. 
VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 400

€uro
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P 2011 5C3+7C3 A very beautiful piece with 5 penni in pair and 10 penni with superb
� canc. “BJÖRNEBORG 2.6 1875”. VERY FINE - SUPERB. 150

µ 2012 �/ �/ � BJÖRNEBORG, selection of 5 covers incl. a front with 10 kopek Oval, 4
singles and 2 pairs on the exhibition pages. Please inspect! 200

P 2008 3C1 � BJÖRNEBORG manuscript on a wonderful pair of 5 kopek roulette I.
Ex. Fabergé. SUPERB & SCARCE. 250

P 2009 5v1C3 � “BJÖRNEBORG 19.11 1875”. A wonderful blue postmark, upside
down on a pair of 5 penni roulette III. 100

2008 2009
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P µ2017 1 Ib � “BRAHESTAD 26 OCT 1857” on a spectacular 5
kopek blue with small pearls. Very rare in this con-
dition. Sign. RGm & cert. Schwenson. 
EXCELLENT. 1.000

P 2015 3C1b � “BORGÅ 2 DEC. 1860” on a very beautiful piece with 5 kopek 
roulette I. SUPERB. Bid

µ 2016 �/ �/ � BORGÅ, selection of 5 covers incl. 10 kopek Oval, 7 singles and 2
pairs on the exhibition pages. Many beautiful cancellations incl. the
scarce double ring c.d.s. on 20 penni. Please inspect. 400

P µ 2013 1 Ib � “BORGÅ 28 APR 1857” in a superb strike on 5 kopek small pearls
with full margins all around. A somewhat bleached charter No. “1”
in top right corner. Cert. Schwenson. 400

P µ 2014 2e � “BORGÅ 29 JAN. 1857” excellent low box postmark on a piece with
10 kopek with very good margins all around. Ex. Åke Lindholm.
Cert. Schwenson. EXCELLENT. 300

2013 2014
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P 2023 � “ECKERÖ”, Åland in cyrillic letters on a very beau-
tiful cover with seal on back. F=80.000. 
SUPERB & SCARCE. 1.500

P 2018 2 BRAHESTAD low box postmark and pen cross on a very beautiful 
piece with 10 kopek with full - very large margins. Sign. Linder. 150

P µ 2019 2e � “BRAHESTAD 16 MAJ 1858” and pen cross on very beautiful cover
with 10 kopek. Archive fold touching the outer top margin and faint
toning. Cert. Schwenson. 250

P 2020 4C1 � BRAHESTAD low box postmark with the B clearly looking like an R.
On a superb piece with 10 kopek roulette I. Facit R 3. Bid

P 2021 5C+7C � “BRAHESTAD 2.2 1875” on a very beautiful piece with  5 + 10 + 5
penni all in roulette III. Ex. Fabergé. SUPERB. 100

µ 2022 � BRAHESTAD, beautiful stampless covers with cyrillic straight line as
well as low box postmarks and c.d.s. on a cover with 20 penni in pair
with some short perfs. On three exhibition pages. Bid

2018 2019

2020 2021



P 2024 2 � “EKENÄS 21 MAR 1856” on a wonderful piece with 10 kopek large
margins used in the first month!. Sign. RGm. SUPERB. 250

P 2025 7-8C3 � “EKENÄS 6.4 1870” excellent canc. on 10 & 20 penni on an exceptional
piece, both in roulette III. A few short perfs on 10 penni. Ex. Mertens &
Fabergé. 150

µ 2026 �/ �/ � EKENÄS on 6 album pages incl. 3 prephilately/stampless, 5 kopek
small pearls cut round on a beautiful piece canc. 1856, beautiful rou-
lettes incl. one cover and one 1 mark, many superb or excellent canc.
Please inspect! 250

€uro
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P µ 2029 3C2b � “EWOIS 20.10 1865” superb c.d.s. on cover with 5 kopek roulette II,
one negligible tooth tip missing. Rare on this issue, Facit R 4. Cert.
Schwenson. 300

µ 2030 �/ �/ � EWOIS on roulettes, one cover and 6 stamps incl. blue & violet pmks
and one superb 10 penni in roulette I. Please inspect! 200

P µ2027 4C2b “EURA 1866”, extremely rare c.d.s. (1866 RR) well
placed on 10 kopek roulette II, one perf. tip slightly
shorter of no importance. Cert. Schwenson.
SUPERB & VERY RARE. 400

P 2028 9C3 � “EURA 1870” on 40 penni with shorter perfs in lower margin.
Extremely rare pmk that did not have date and month. Facit RR. Bid

2024 2025 2028



P µ2031 2d � “FREDRIKSHAMN 4.4 1857” large c.d.s. on 10
kopek in the rare lilac red shade on back of beauti-
ful cover to Russia. F=25.000++. Sign. RGm & cert.
Schwenson. SUPERB & VERY RARE. 1.000

µ 2032 �/ �/ � FREDRIKSHAMN. Exceptional selection on 6 exhibition pages 
starting with a beautiful cover with the scarce cyrillic one line pmk
followed by 10 kopek oval stationery and the 5 & 10 kopek ovals
with small faults. Further some nice roulettes incl. two covers with 
various Fredrikshamn pmks. 300

€uro
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P µ 2033 2 � “GAMLECARLEBY 22 MAJUS 1858” at side on a beautiful envelope
to Åbo with 10 kopek with ink cross and large margins. Cert.
Gummesson. SUPERB. 400



P 2034 6+7+9C3 GAMLECARLEBY, exceptional letter piece with scarce manuscript 
� canc. on 8 (2), 10 & 40 penni, all in roulette III. Just a few short perfs.

On back in pencil “OSSA - Gamla Karleby”. 200

µ 2035 �/ � GAMLECARLEBY on 4 pages incl. prephilately, 5 kopek small pearls
very beautiful copy with faults, roulettes, a single and a cover with
blue pmks. 200

€uro
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P 2038 10C2 � HANGÖ 1875, small c.d.s. in blue on 1 mark in the scarce roulette II
with some rep. teeth. Very rare pmk, Facit RR. Bid

µ 2039 �/ �/ � HEINOLA, 6 exhibition pages incl. two prephilatelic + other covers
incl. 10 kopek oval on somewhat cleaned cover and beautiful 
stamps. Please inspect. 250

P 2036 8C3 � “GUSTAF ADOLF 21.11 1871” in blue on 20 penni roulette III, scarce
and beautiful pmk. Facit R3. 100

µ 2037 �/ �/ � HAAPAVESI on two pages with roulettes with two singles, one pair
and two covers (one sign. Ossa). Some small faults but very clear and
beautiful pmks. Facit R4. 200



P µ2040 FK8 “HELSINGFORS 3.1 1860” in the very rare small 
IIvm2 � circle pmk (Facit + 25.000) on the rare 5 kopek enve-

lope with large pearls, type II with wmk, some light
toning. Cert. Schwenson. 
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY. 750

P µ 2041 1 IIb � “HELSINGFORS 30.4 1858” large c.d.s. together with pen cross on a
beautiful piece with 5 kopek. Very good margins all around, an insig-
nificant crease at top. Cert. Gummesson. 150

€uro
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P µ2042 2b � “HELSINGFORS 22.9 1856” extremely beautiful
high box pmk (Facit R 2) in type I on 10 kopek car-
mine. F=15.000++. Sign. RGm & cert. Schwenson.
EXCELLENT. 500

P 2043 2 � “HELSINGFORS 18.10 1858, large size c.d.s. type II together with pen
cross on a wonderful 10 kopek. SUPERB. 200

P µ 2044 2 � Very beautiful piece with 10 kopek “HELSINGFORS 19.11 1858” and
pen cross. Lape 2f. Cert. Tuori. SUPERB. 200

2041 2043 2044



P 2045 2 � “HELSINGFORS 17.2 1857, large size c.d.s. type I on 10 kopek cut
round on a very fresh and beautiful cover. Sign. RGm. SUPERB. 100

P 2046 2 � Exceptional cover to Russia with 10 kopek “HELSINGFORS 3.11
1859, large c.d.s., type II and pen cross. Large margins. Sign RGm.
Ex. Mertens & Fabergé. 400

µ2047 �/ �/ HELSINGFORS. Extensive selection on 18 pages 
� incl. various pmks in diff. types, some coloured etc.

Prephilately and roulettes incl many covers.
Further a very beautiful 10 kopek Oval on wide laid
paper with ink cross and the very rare small
Helsingfors c.d.s. Cert. Schwenson, genuine but
pmk strengthened. At the end also a Hyvinge pmk
on 20 penni. Please inspect! 500

€uro
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P 2048 4C1 � “IDENSALMI 3.8 1863”. Very rare pmk on a perfectly centered 10
kopek roulette I. Facit RR. EXCELLENT. 200

µ 2049 �/ � IDENSALMI on roulettes, three beautiful singles and one cover with
20 penni. 100

P 2050 3C2 � “IKALIS 13.10 1865” on a very beautiful 5 kopek roulette II. Facit R 5. 150

P 2051 4C1L � “IKALIS 20.10 1865” and pen signature on 10 kopek roulette I in per-
fect centering. Facit R 5. EXCELLENT. 150

µ 2052 8-9 �/ � ILMOLA in black or blue on five nice copies 20 or 40 penni roulette.
Facit R 3. 100

µ 2053 9 � IKALIS scarce pmk, Facit R 4 on penni issue. Four beautiful copies 40
penni, 2 each black and blue pmks, one with a missing tooth. 100

µ 2054 9 �/ � IMBILAKS, very rare small c.d.s., Facit RR. Two covers with 40 penni
roulette III in good condition, one 1867 with pmk on the stamp and the
other 1868 opened out with pen cross on the stamp and the rare c.d.s.
on back. Also a page with two single 20 penni canc. JAAKIMVAARA
in blue 1875, late printings as usual with worn perforation. 200

2045 2046

2048 2050 2051
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P 2055 7C3 � “JAKOBSTAD 27.7 1866” extremely clear on a wonderful pair rou-
lette III on ordinary paper. SUPERB. 300

P µ 2056 8v2C3a � “JAKOBSTAD 16.10 1871” in red c.d.s. on long distance cover with
two 20 penni roulette III, each with one missing perf. Rare and spec-
tacular cover. Ex. Mertens & Fabergé. Cert. Schwenson. 250

µ 2057 �/ �/ � JAKOBSTAD on 5 pages, starting with a beautiful prephilatelic
cover with cyrillic one line pmk, a piece and a cover with 10 kopek
oval, beautiful pmks, but slightly cut in, further some very nice rou-
lettes incl. a cover. Please inspect. 400

P µ2058 1 Ia � JOENSUU 1856 very rare high box pmk on 5 kopek
dark blue with small pearls, thin spot and a light
bend. Facit R 5 on this issue, but Cyril Schwenson
states “Only Joensuu I have seen on 5 kopek
stamp!” Cert. Schwenson. 750

P µ 2059 2 � “JOENSUU 15.3 1857”, excellent high box pmk (R 5) on 10 kopek in
an unusual printing, Cyril Schwenson states “Closely light lilac car-
mine shade, ordinary paper. Slightly blurred printing.” Narrow
margin at top, but not cut. Sign. RGm & cert. Schwenson. 300

P 2060 4C2v � “JOENSUU 14.12 1865” on 10 kopek on hard white paper. A wonderful
copy though 3 perfs somewhat shorter. Excellent postmark. 100

µ 2061 �/ � JOENSUU on roulettes, two covers and 3 singles, some short perfs.
Also JOKKAS very rare pmk on 20 penni with defective perf. Facit RR. 100

2056

2058 2059 2060

2055
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P 2062 � JOROIS in cyrillic letters on a very beautiful cover 1820. F=6.000+.
SUPERB. 200

P µ 2063 2e � “JOROIS 10 AUG. 1857” low box pmk on 10 kopek. Very rare, Facit
RR. Cert. Schwenson. SUPERB. 500

P 2064 4C1 � “JOROIS 29.5 1863” an absolutely perfect pmk on 10 kopek roulette I
in perfect centering. EXCELLENT ITEM. 200

µ 2065 �/ �/ � JOROIS on a few pages with roulettes, 3 covers and 3 singles, mostly
good quality and beautiful pmks incl. coloured ones. 200

P µ 2066 1Ia � JYVÄSKYLÄ typical pen net on a beautiful 5 kopek dark blue in
strong colour and blurred printing. Small, but full - large margins.
Cert. Schwenson & sign. Mikulski. 400

P µ 2067 2v2 � JYVÄSKYLÄ typical pen net on 10 kopek on wide laid paper. Sign.
RGm & cert. Schwenson. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 300

P µ 2068 2 � JYVÄSKYLÄ, very sharp typical pen net on 10 kopek, minor imper-
fections of little importance. Sign. RGm & cert. Schwenson. 200

P µ 2069 2 � JYVÄSKYLÄ rare low box pmk (R 5), well placed on 10 kopek light
lilac carmine, somewhat blurred printing. Ex. von Freyman. Sign.
RGm, Fulpius, Gordon & cert. Schwenson. 400

2063 2064

2066 2067 2068

2062
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P µ 2070 2 � JYVÄSKYLÄ low box pmk and pen cross on 10 kopek carmine rose on
a somewhat worn cover. Very rare, Facit R 5. Cert. Schwenson & Grönlund. 300

P 2071 4C1 � JYVÄSKYLÄ manuscript on a wonderful cover with 10 kopek roulette
I. At side “JYVÄSKYLÄ 25 AGUS 1861”. SUPERB & SCARCE. 200

µ 2072 �/ �/ � JYVÄSKYLÄ nice selection incl. 10 kopek 1856 with manuscript,
slightly cut into, further some nice roulettes, 4 singles and 3 covers.
Please inspect. 250

µ 2073 �/ �/ � JÄMSÄ on roulettes, one cover and four singles. Mostly good quality
and all postmarks are superb, incl. one in blue. 200

P 2074 9C3 � “JÄÄSKIS 8.10 1873” on a very beautiful cover with 40 penni roulette
III. Rare postmark, Facit R5. 200

P µ 2075 10C3b � “JÄÄSKIS 25.8 1875”, superb and very rare pmk (R 5) on 1 mark, small
imperfections. Cert. Schwenson. 200

µ 2076 �/ � JÄÄSKIS in black on 10 penni roulette III and in blue on 20 penni single
as well as on cover, minor imperfections. Rare postmark, Facit R5. 150

P 2077 � “KAJANA” very clear in cyrillic letters on an extremely beautiful
cover to Åbo. EXCELLENT. 300

P 2078 4C1 � “KAJANA 9 AUG. 1861” and charter No. “4” on 10 kopek roulette I,
very well centered. Scarce pmk, Facit R 3. EXCELLENT. 150

µ 2079 �/ � KAJANA roulettes on three pages, 10 kopek in a beautiful pair, 5 pen-
ni in strip of three, a cover etc. Some blue pmks. Please inspect. 250

2070 2071

2074 2075
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P 2080 7C3 � “KALAJOKI 5.10 1875” on a beautiful cover with 10 penni roulette III
in pair, a few short perfs. Facit R 3. Ex. Mertens & Fabergé. 300

µ 2081 �/ �/ � KALAJOKI small c.d.s. on 10 kopek single & pair roulette II & I, Facit
R 5 and on 40 penni in black & another one in red as well as a letter
with 40 penni manuscript and at side cds. Some minor perf. faults. 250

P 2082 2 � “KARIS 14 JAN 1859” together with pen cross and charter No. “3” on
an exceptional 10 kopek with very good and even margins. SUPERB. 200

P 2083 8C3 A wonderful lady’s cover to Sweden with two 
copies 20 penni roulette III, a few short perfs.
Excellent blue pmk. “KARIS 3 JUL. 1871”. 
VERY RARE & BEAUTIFUL. 400

µ 2084 �/ �/ � KARIS exceptional little collection incl. prephilately, 10 kopek 1856 on
a very beautiful cover front, some roulettes with superb pmks incl. a
cover. Please inspect! 250

P 2085 � “KASKÖ” very clear on a small letter 1819 to Sweden with full con-
tents and “GRISLEHAMN” Swedish transit pmk. 
SUPERB & RARE. 300

2080 2082
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P µ2086 1 Ia � “KASKÖ 23 MAJ 1857”, very rare low box pmk in 5
kopek dark blue with small pearls, blurred prin-
ting, small oily spot of little importance. Full - large
margins. Ex. Agathon Fabergé (AgF mark on back).
Cert. Schwenson. VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 750

P µ 2087 2e � KASKÖ very rare low box pmk (R 5) on 10 kopek. Sign. RGm & cert.
Schwenson. VERY FINE & VERY RARE. 400

P µ 2088 3KC1d � “KASKÖ 6.4 1863”, superb and rare small c.d.s. (R 3) on beautiful
cover, ironed out, with 5 kopek roulette I. Cert. Schwenson. 200

µ 2089 �/ �/ � KASKÖ on roulettes incl. 10 kopek on piece and another one on cover
with low box pmks, Facit R 4. Further four penni values with beautiful
pmks incl. blue ones. 200

P 2090 � “KASTELHOLM” in cyrillic letters on a beautiful cover 1845 to Åbo.
F=15.000. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 300

P µ 2091 2 � “KASTELHOLM 20.10 1858”. Extremely rare low box pmk (RR) in a
superb strike on 10 kopek on cover to Åbo. Ironed out and the 
stamp has been cleaned and somewhat discoloured. Cert.
Schwenson. POSTMARK RARITY. 400

P 2092 8C3 � “KASTELHOLM 13.5 1874” on each stamp of a very beautiful pair 20
penni roulette III, one creased perf. of little importance. Facit R 5. 150

µ 2093 4+9 � KASTELHOLM, a very beautiful 10 kopek roulette I with high box
pmk and two 40 penni (missing perfs) in diff. shades with small c.d.s.
All Facit R 5. 100

2086 2087

2088 2090 2092
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P 2094 7C3 � “KEMI 22.3 1875” clear and beautiful in blue on a
somewhat worn cover with pair of 10 penni rou lette
III, also with “ANK 22.8”, a few missing teeth. Facit
RR. POSTMARK RARITY. 400

µ 2095 � KEMI four roulette items with this very rare c.d.s., incl. 1 mark in blue.
Various perf. problems. Facit RR. Please inspect! 200

P µ 2096 7v3C3 � “KERWO 22.4 1871”. Superb and rare c.d.s. (R 4) on a very beautiful
cover with four copies of 10 kopek roulette III, some perf. imperfec-
tions. Date in pmk added by ink. F=35.000. Ex. Kirchner & Fabergé.
Cert. Schwenson. 600

µ 2097 8C2+C3 � KERWO small c.d.s. in blue on two 20 penni roulette II and III, small
quality problems. Facit R 4. Bid

P 2098 � “KEXHOLM” in cyrillic letters on beautiful cover 1825 to Åbo with full
contents. F=7.000. 200

P 2099 � “KEXHOLM 14 JAN. 1851” low box postmark on a very beautiful
cover. F=3.500+. SUPERB. 100

2098 2099
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P 2100 2 � “KEXHOLM D 8 OCT 1858” on 10 kopek, thin spot in upper left cor-
ner. Superb and rare pmk. Facit R 5. Sign. RGm. 200

P 2101 2 � “KEXHOLM D 7 MAJ 1858”. Superb pmk and pen cross on piece with
10 kopek, just touched at left. Facit R 5. Sign. RGm. 200

P 2102 9C3v8 � VARIETY white dot after PEN on the right stamp in a beautiful pair
with the left stamp in type II of 40 penni roulette III, minor perf.
faults of little importance. Scarce pmk KEXHOLM MAJ 1872 in
blue. Facit R 2. INTERESTING & RARE ITEM. 200

2103 4C1 � “KEXHOLM D 29 MAJ 1861”. Excellent low box pmk on a very beau-
tiful cover with 10 kopek roulette I, one short perf. Facit R 4. 100

µ 2104 �/ �/ � KEXHOLM. Exceptional selection on six exhibition pages with rou-
lettes incl. pair of 10 kopek with beautiful low boxed pmk, Facit R 4
and one cover. Mostly superb pmks incl. blue ones. Often minor
perf. problems. Please inspect. 400

P 2105 5C3+8C3 “KIMITO 24.2 1873” excellent pmks in violet on a wonderful piece 
� with pair of 5 penni and 20 penni, all in roulette III. A few short perfs.

Rare in violet colour. 200

P 2106 6C2 � KIMITO, two well placed c.d.s. in blue on a vertical strip of four of 8
penni roulette II on a piece. Short perfs, mainly on the left side. 
RARE ITEM. 150

2100 2101 2102

2103 2105



P µ 2110 1 Ia � “CHRISTINESTAD 9 DEC 1856” low box pmk well placed on 5
kopek dark blue with small pearls, full margins all around, slightly
thinned. Scarce pmk, Facit R 3. Cert. Schwenson. 400

P µ2111 1 Ia � KRISTINESTAD BEAM PMK crosswise on 5
kopek in the dark blue shade with small pearls.
Small but full margins all around. Ex. Fabergé.
Cert. Schwenson. VERY FINE & RARE. 600

€uro
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P µ 2107 7v2C3+ “KIMITO 9.5 1873” in violet. Beautiful cover with 10 & 20 penni rou-
8v2C3 � lette III. Somewhat smudgy and small perf. problems. Cert. Schwenson. 300

P 2108 7C3 � KOTKA - POSSIBLY UNIQUE. An exceptional pair
of 10 penni roulette III with a clear upright imprint
of the small cds. Two short perfs on the left stamp.
Not registered in Facit, but it is mentioned that it
could theoretically exist! 
GREAT POSTMARK RARITY. 400

P µ 2109 7v1C2 � “KOUVOLA 13.7 1870”. Very rare c.d.s. (RR) on a beautiful cover
with full contents and a pair of 10 penni roulette II, one stamp with
perf. faults. Cert. Schwenson. VERY RARE POSTMARK. 500

2107 2109

2110 2111
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P µ 2112 2 � KRISTINESTAD BEAM PMK on a piece with 10 kopek carmine rose,
cut in or close. Cert. Schwenson. 100

P 2113 2 � The rare beam canc. together with superb low boxed “CHRISTINE -
STAD 15 AUG 1857” on a piece with a 10 kopek cut round. RARE. 100

P µ 2114 2d � BEAM PMK & “CHRISTINESTAD 18 AUG 1857” (R 3). Rare post-
marks on the scarce shade lilac red of 10 kopek on a very beautiful
cover with full contents. Ironed out and folded in to somewhat smal-
ler size. Sign. RGm & cert. Schwenson. 500

P µ 2115 4C1Ka � KRISTINESTAD BEAM PMK on 10 kopek roulette I in the scarcer red
carmine shade, slightly toned. Beautiful and early cover to Russia, at
side “CHRISINESTAD 14 JAN. 1860”. Cert. Schwenson. 200

P 2116 4C2 � A wonderful blue “KRISTINESTAD 14.11 1866” upside down on a
“big” 10 kopek roulette II, one perf. slightly short. 
SCARCE & VERY BEAUTIFUL. 100

µ 2117 �/ �/ � KRISTINESTAD. An exceptional little collection incl. two prephila-
telic covers and a nice selection roulettes incl. two covers and several
beam pmks. Also a beautiful blue KIMITO cds on 20 penni. Minor
faults. Please inspect. 250

P µ 2118 6C2 � “Kronoborg 6.6 74” in pen on 40 penni roulette II on ribbed paper.
Some short perfs but excellent and rare ink postmark. Cert. Linder. 100

µ 2119 8-9 � KRONOBORG. Two pages with 20 penni one pair and two singles as
well as a single 40 penni. All postmarks superb incl. a fantastic 20 pen-
ni, but some with perf faults. Please inspect. 100

2112 2113

2114 2115
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P 2120 2 � “KUOPIO 13.10 1856” high boxed pmk on 10 kopek. Facit R 3. Sign.
RGm. SUPERB. 250

P µ 2121 2e � “KUOPIO 20.9 1858” high box pmk (R 3) and pen cross on an excep-
tional piece with 10 kopek carmine red, large margins. Cert.
Schwenson. SUPERB. 250

P 2122 3C1 � KUOPIO on a wonderful piece with 5 kopek roulette I. Sign. RGm.
SUPERB. 100

P 2123 4C1K � A wonderful cover “KUOPIO 7.10 1861” together with manuscript
typical for Åbo on 10 kopek roulette I made upon arrival. Sign.
RGN. EXCELLENT. 200

P µ 2124 10C1bv2 VARIETY K in MAPKA cut off on 1 mark brown yellow canc in KUO-
� PIO. Complete perforation, but one thin perf. tip. Ex. Fabergé. Cert.

Schwenson & sign. RGm. SCARCE. 150

µ 2125 �/ �/ � KUOPIO. Nice selection on eight pages starting with prephilately
and followed by roulettes incl. three covers. Beautiful pmks incl.
blue ones. Please inspect. 300

µ 2126 � KYMMENE rare small c.d.s., Facit RR. Page with an eight penni post-
card and a single 20 penni with a few short perfs. 100

µ 2127 �/ �/ � LAHTIS, roulettes on two pages, 10 penni and five copies 20 penni
incl. one on cover. Mostly with full perforation and a few superb
pmks, black and blue. 150

P 2128 � LAUKAS in cyrillic letters on a very beautiful cover 1841 to Åbo. F=9.000. 250

2120 2121 2122

2123
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P 2129 7C2 � “LAUTAKYLÄ 29.3 1873” on a very beautiful pair of 10 penni rou-
lette II. SUPERB. 250

P 2130 8C2 � “LAUTAKYLÄ 3.1 18” on a beautiful envelope with 20 penni roulette
II. Without year in the postmark! SUPERB. 100

µ 2131 �/ � LAUTAKYLÄ superb pmks on 5 & 10 kopek. Facit R 5 and 20 penni on
cover and 40 penni in pair. A few small perf. problems. 200

P 2132 6C1 � “LEPPÄVIRTA 15.9 1874” with the date “15.9” in pen on a beautiful
piece with 8 penni in strip of three in the scarce roulette I, just one mis-
sing perf. Facit R 4 for the pmk. 200

P µ2133 6v3C2 “LEPPÄVIRTA 23.6 1874”. Exceptional long distance
� envelope with rare c.d.s. (R 4) on a partially separa-

ted strip of five of 8 penni roulette II. Minor perf.
problems on two stamps only. F=25.000++. Cert.
Schwenson. VERY FINE & RARE. 750

2129 2132
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P 2134 8C2 � LOIMIJOKI 9.1 1875, superb blue canc. on 20 penni roulette II,
minor faults. Facit RR. Very rare in this quality. 200

P 2135 8C2 � LOIMIJOKI in blue, well placed on 20 penni roulette II, minor perf.
problems. Facit RR. Bid

µ 2136 3+5+8 � LOJO very rare small cds on 5 kopek Facit R 5, ex. Fabergé. Further
on 5 and 20 penni Facit RR. Just a few short or missing perfs. Very
unusual lot. 200

P µ2137 1II � LOVISA typical ink cross on 5 kopek on cover to
Borgå 1859. At side low box “LOVISA 22 MAR.
1859”. Cert. Gummesson. VERY FINE & FRESH. 1.000

P µ 2138 1II � Small “n” of postal clerk Norring and part of Lovisa box pmk on a pie-
ce with 5 kopek large pearls, close at bottom otherwise very good mar-
gins. Cert. Gummesson. 300

2134 2135
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P µ2140 2e � A fantastic small size envelope with excellent low
box “LOVISA 18. AUG 1857” on 10 kopek. Sign.
RGm & cert. Schwenson. EXCELLENT. 800

Norring Small “n”

Lot # 2139 µ
1 IId �

The more rare pen cancellation by the postal clerk in Lovisa. An
excellent mark on each of the 5 kopek large pearls in the rare 
green blue shade. A spectacular pair somewhat narrow cut. Cyril
Schwenson states “As all Norring maculated 5 kopek large pearl
stamps narrow or cut in”. Sign. RGm & cert. Schwenson. 

EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 2.000
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P µ2141 2 � An absolutely perfect 10 kopek lilac carmine with
excellent low box “LOVISA 10. MARS 1857” and
charter No. “5”. Cert. Schwenson. EXCELLENT. 400

P 2142 2 � Very beautiful cover with small “n” of postal clerk Norring on 10
kopek cut round. At side boxed “LOVISA 30 DEC 1859”. Sign. RGm. 200

µ2143 �/ LOVISA. Exceptional selection on exhibition 
�/ � pages, starting with prephilately and a 5 kopek oval

with a small thin spot. Further beautiful roulettes
with superb pmks and “N” Norring on many stamps
and a superb cover. Also an interesting readdressed
cover with 10+10+20 penni with small repair and
notes by Cyril Schwenson. Please inspect! 600

µ 2144 3+8+9 � MOHLA small cds in black and blue on four stamps, some short perfs.
Beautiful pmks, Facit R 4 & R 5. 100

µ 2145 3+8 �/ MUSTIALA. Superb cancellations on two 5 kopek and two 20 penni 
�/ � incl. one on cover. The latter with two Ω perfs missing, otherwise full

perforation. Please inspect! 250

µ 2146 3+8 �/ � MÄNTSÄLÄ small cds on two beautiful copies 5 kopek, Facit R 5.
Further a cover with 40 penni and a somewhat unclear pmk at side.
Please inspect. 200

P 2147 8v2C2 � NICKBY, part of this very rare c.d.s on 20 penni roulette II. Facit RR. 100

P 2148 8v2C2 � “NICKBY 14.12 1875” rare c.d.s at side on a beautiful cover and blue
“ANK 14.12” on 20 penni roullette II. Facit RR. Sign. RGN. 250

µ 2149 � NURMIS c.d.s., well placed on nine roulette stamps incl. 10 kopek,
Facit R 5, two black and six blue ones on penni values, Facit R 3.
Please inspect. 500

2141

2142 2148

2147
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P 2150 � NYCARLEBY in cyrillic letters on a wonderful little cover 1843 with
charter No. 2. EXCELLENT. 100

P µ2151 2b � “NYCARLEBY 4 AGUS 1856” on a piece with 10 
kopek carmine with large margins all around. Only
a handful recorded. Facit R 5. Sign. RGm & cert.
Schwenson. SUPERB & VERY RARE. 400

µ 2152 �/ �/ � NYCARLEBY, two beautiful covers with low box pmks (R 3) on 10
kopek and 20 penni. Further three penni values with superb c.d.s. 250

µ 2153 �/ � NYKYRKA c.d.s. on 5 & 10 kopek (R 4) and at side on cover with 20
penni (RR). Superb pmk on 5 kopek, with small thin. 200

P 2154 � NYSLOTT in cyrillic letters type I (smaller format) on a very beautiful
cover 1837 with full contents. F=14.000. 200

P 2155 � NYSLOTT in cyrillic letters type II (larger format), superb strike on the
back of a cover 1848 with full contents. F=10.000+. 200

P µ 2156 2 � NYSLOTT low box light pmk well placed together with pen cross.
Facit R 4. Cert. Gummesson. Large margins all around. 200

P µ 2157 10C3a � A wonderful and excellent blue pmk “NYSLOTT 9.11 1873” on 1
mark roulette III, a small thin spot. Cert. Schwenson. 250

2150 2151

2154 2155
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µ2158 �/ �/ NYSLOTT. Exceptional selection on seven exhibi-
� tion pages incl. prephilately, two 10 kopek Oval

with low box pmks, somewhat cut, rare covers and
superb canc. incl. blue ones etc. Please inspect! 750

P 2160 � NYSTAD in cyrillic letters on a very beautiful cover 1845 with full con-
tents. F=9.500. 250

P 2161 � “NYSTAD 21. OCT. 1855” low box pmk on a very beautiful cover.
F=3.500+. SUPERB. 100

P 2162 2 � “NYSTAD 29. OCT 1856” rare low box pmk on a piece with 10 kopek
with three very large margins. Facit RR. Sign. RGm. 400

P 2163 2 � “NYSTAD 11.12 1859” high box pmk, two strikes on a piece with 10
kopek, small - very large margins all around. Facit R 2. Sign. RGm. 200

2162 2163

P 2159 � “NYCARLEBY 24. FEB 1848” low box pmk on postage due cover to
Umeå, Sweden. Paid to the border with due note “36 Sk. Bco”. On back
scarce transit arc. pmk “HAPARANDA 27.2 1848”. 
SUPERB & RARE. 100

2160 2161
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µ 2164 �/ �/ � NYSTAD, selection on five pages, starting with a beautiful 10 kopek,
one side close, seven beautiful roulettes and a stampless cover. Please
inspect. 250

P 2165 � NÅDENDAL in cyrillic letters on a very beautiful
cover. Note on back “besv. (replied) d. 25. 2 1825”.
F=70.000+. SUPERB & RARE. 2.000

P 2166 � “NÅDENDAL 10 SEP. 1851” low box pmk on a very beautiful cover.
F=5.500+. SUPERB. 150

P 2167 3C1LK � “NÅDENDAL 19.11 1864” excellent and rare c.d.s. on 5 kopek rou-
lette I. Facit R4. EXCELLENT. 250

P 2168 9C3 � “NÅDENDAL 20.7 1873” blue c.d.s. on cover with 40 penni roulette
III. Facit R 5. VERY FINE & RARE. 200

µ2169 �/ �/ NÅDENDAL interesting selection starting with an 
� unfranked cover with high box pmk 1858 (RR) fol-

lowed by seven roulettes with c.d.s. (R 4 - R 5) incl.
one blue and two 5 kopek values.  Please inspect. 500

2166 2167 2168
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µ 2170 �/ �/ � PARIKKALA , nice little selection of five roulettes and one cover with
40 penni with c.d.s. (R 3) incl. green and blue ones. Please inspect. 200

µ 2171 �/ �/ � RAUMO, exceptional selection with a prephilatelic cover with cyril-
lic letters, a 10 kopek Oval followed by roulettes; six singles, two
covers and a piece with pair + single 8 penni. incl. green and superb
pmks. Please inspect! 400

µ 2172 8-9 � RAUTALAMPI, very rare c.d.s. on 20 penni and two copies 40 penni,
some short/missing perfs. Facit RR. 200

P 2174 � RUOTSINSALMI in cyrillic letters, light pmk on a
very beautiful cover 1836 with full contents.
F=35.000. 750

µ 2175 � SAARISJÄRVI, three c.d.s. in lilac on roulettes (R 5), some perf. pro-
blems, one looks partly double perforated. Also two ring canc RUO-
KOLAKS on 5 penni, not registered in Facit. Please inspect. 100

µ 2176 8-9 � SALLMIS c.d.s. in blue on two 20 penni and in black on 40 penni, just
minor perf. problems. Facit R 5. 150

P 2177 3C1K � “SALO 5.8 1862” on a beautiful 5 kopek roulette I. Facit R 4. SUPERB. 200

µ 2178 �/ �/ � SALO c.d.s. on two 10 kopek (R 4), superb pmks but one with perf.
problems. Further superb on 20 penni, one single and one on cover.
Please inspect. 200

2177

P µ 2173 5v2C2+ Very beautiful cover with the rare c.d.s. “RIIHIMÄKI 2.5 187?” in blue. 
8v2C2 � The last figure in the year missing. Facit R 5. Superb strikes on two

pairs of 5 penni and a 20 penni, all in roulette II, repaired tooth. Cert.
Schwenson. 250

2173
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P 2179 FK4 � “SKARPANS 28 JUN 1850” low box pmk on a beautiful 10 kopek
envelope without pearls in the posthorn, also on the front of the
envelope. Rare pmk F=15.000. 300

P 2180 � SORDAVALA in cyrillic letters on a very beautiful cover 1817 with full
contents. F=8.000+. SUPERB. 250

P 2181 FK1 � SORDAVALA low box pmk on PORTO STEMPEL envelope. Facit for
the envelope 10.000 + 3.000 for the postmark. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 400

µ 2182 �/ �/ � SORDAVALA, an exceptional selection roulettes with one low box
pmk on 10 kopek cover (R 5) and c.d.s. type I & II on five exhibition
pages. Incl. four covers and one pair, very few perf. faults. Many
superb pmks incl. blue ones. Please inspect. 300

P µ 2183 2e � “ST MICHEL 19.3 1859” on cover with 10 kopek full - large margins
with pen canc. Cover cleaned. Very rare pmk, Facit R 5. Sign. RGm &
cert. Schwenson. 200

µ 2184 �/ �/ � ST MICHEL, extensive selection starting with prephilately, a 10
kopek (thin) with light strike of the very rare low box pmk, roulettes
incl. several covers, coloured pmks, many superb, type I-III repre-
sented etc. Please inspect! 500

2180 2181



P µ 2188 2a � Very beautiful cover with 10 kopek in the rare shade, reddish carmi-
ne with large margins. Superb low box “TAMMERFORS 16 JULI
1856”, Facit R 3. The cover front lightly cleaned and an archive fold
through the stamp at top. Sign. RGm & cert. Schwenson. 300

P µ 2189 3C1Kd � “TAMMERFORS 22 OCT. 1861”. Very fresh cover with superb low box
pmk on a pair of 5 kopek roulette I, two rep. teeth. Cert. Schwenson. 150

P 2187 2 � “TAMMERFORS 17 FEBR. 1857” low box pmk on a very beautiful
piece with 10 kopek with very good even margins. Facit R 3. SUPERB. 250

€uro
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P µ2185 1 Ia � “SVEABORG 7.4 1857”. Excellent and rare high box
pmk (Facit R 4) on 5 kopek small pearls, dark blue in
blurred printing. Ex. von Möller. Sign. RGm & Senf,
cert. Schwenson. SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY. 750

µ 2186 �/ � SVEABORG high box superb pmks on roulettes; two 10 kopek (R 3),
one ex. Fabergé, piece with 20 penni and a 40 penni, just very small
perf. problems. Please inspect. 100

2188 2189



P µ 2190 3C1LKa Very beautiful cover with a pair of 5 kopek roulette I. Superb “TAM-
� MERFORS 14.6 1865” and typical manuscript double crosses. The

cover somewhat broken on back, otherwise in perfect condition.
Cert. Schwenson. VERY FINE. 300
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P 2191 3C1 � “TAMMERFORS 12.3 1862” superb canc. on a piece with a very beau-
tiful pair of 5 kopek roulette I. Each stamp with a typical double manu-
script cross. SUPERB. 150

P 2192 4C1 � “TAMMERFORS 23 SEPT 1862” low box pmk on a very beautiful 
piece with a pair of 10 kopek roulette I. SUPERB. 100

µ 2193 �/ �/ � TAMMERFORS, nice selection starting with two diff. prephilatelic
covers followed by roulettes; two covers and seven singles incl. superb
pmks, c.d.s. type I & II incl. coloured ones. Just a few small perf. pro-
blems. Please inspect. 200

P 2194 FK8 I � TAVASTEHUS. Envelope 5 kopek with small pearls with typical
Tavastehus beam cancellation and on front the scarce large c.d.s
1859, which is scarce during the Oval period. Facit for a normal enve-
lope 8.000++. 300

2191 2192
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Lot # 2195 µ
1Ib+FK8Iv1 �

The scarce 5 kopek envelope with an additional 5 kopek
small pearls on the lower flap, cut round. Both with beam
cancellation typical for Tavastehus and on the envelope the
rare large c.d.s. “TAVASTEHUS 18.12 1858”, some light
toning. Cert. Schwenson. 

SPECTACULAR EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 2.000

Franked 5 Kopek Envelope
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P 2200 � TOHMAJÄRVI in cyrillic letters, clear and beauti-
ful strike on a beautiful envelope 1820. F=55.000.
VERY FINE & RARE. 1.500

P µ 2196 2e � TAVASTEHUS typical beam canc. on a very fresh 10 kopek with 
large even margins. Cert. Schwenson. VERY FINE & RARE. 300

P 2197 2 � TAVASTEHUS manuscript on a very beautiful 10 kopek. 
SUPERB & SCARCE. 200

P 2198 3C2 � TAVASTEHUS 1865, large c.d.s. in superb strike on 5 kopek roulette II.
SCARCE. 100

µ2199 �/ �/ TAVASTEHUS. Extensive specialized collection on 
� 13 pages incl a prephilatelic cover, a 5 kopek enve-

lope (FK 3) with low box pmk, and an exceptional
section roulettes with large c.d.s. as well as the
small in four different types, many superb and
many coloured ones incl. in violet.  Nine covers in
total incl. one with two copies 10 penni. Some small
perf. problems. Please inspect! 750

2196 2197 2198
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P 2204 � TORNEÅ in cyrillic letters on a very beautiful cover 1929 with full con-
tents. F=3.500+. SUPERB. 100

P µ 2205 2b � “TORNEÅ 31 MAJ 1856” perfectly placed on 10 kopek with large
even margins. Cover cleaned and toning, one back flap reinforced.
Very rare and beautiful low box pmk, Facit R 5. Cert. Schwenson. 300

P µ2206 2b � “TORNEÅ 9 APRIL 1856”. Rare and perfectly pla-
ced low box pmk (Facit R 5) on a very fresh 10
kopek carmine with large even margins. Cert.
Schwenson. EXCELLENT. 400

P 2207 2 � Very beautiful cover with 10 kopek cut round with pen cross. At side a
superb and rare low boxed “TORNEÅ D 16. APR. 1859”. Facit R 5.
Sign. RGm. 150

P 2208 4C1K � “TORNEÅ D. 15 DEC 1860” low box pmk on a fantastic piece with
10 kopek pair in roulette I. Facit R 3. Ex. Mertens & Fabergé.
EXCELLENT & SCARCE. 200

P 2201 3C1 � TOHMAJÄRVI low box pmk on a very beautiful pair of 5 kopek rou-
lette I. Facit R 5. 200

P 2202 8C3 � TOHMAJÄRVI 17.1 1875” small c.d.s. on a wonderful piece with 20
penni single + pair. Facit R 3. SUPERB. 150

µ 2203 �/ �/ � TOHMAJÄRVI selection starting with rare low box pmks on 10
kopek envelope FK 4, on a stampless cover 1862, on a 10 kopek
cutout and as well on roulettes incl. covers and blue pmks. Also
small c.d.s. on penni values incl. covers with 20 & 40 penni. Some
small perf. problems. Please inspect. 400

2201 2202

2204 2205

2206 2207 2208
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P 2212 2 � “ULEÅBORG 29 MARS 1856” low box pmk on a 10 kopek with very
good margins. Facit R 4. SUPERB. 400

P 2213 4C1 � “ULEÅBORG 11 MAJ. 1864” low box pmk on a wonderful pair of 10
kopek roulette I. EXCELLENT. 150

P 2214 5v1C1 � “ULEÅBORG 14.12 1867” c.d.s. perfectly placed on 5 penni roulette I,
laid paper. EXCELLENT. 200

µ 2215 �/ �/ � ULEÅBORG, very interesting selection with two diff. prephilatelic
covers, superb and rare low box pmk on 10 kopek Oval (R 4), touching
at right and a few roulettes incl. a cover. Please inspect. 250

µ 2216 �/ � URDIALA, very rare c.d.s. in superb strikes in blue on four stamps. One
each on a strip of three of 5 penni on a cover with one stamp missing as well
as one on 20 penni single. Some short/missing perfs. Very rare, Facit RR. 250

µ 2217 8+10 � UTTIS, beautiful c.d.s. on two diff. shades of 20 penni and one 1 mark.
Just small perf. problems. Facit R 5. All with ink changes in the date,
which is common for this pmk. 250

P 2209 4C1K � “TORNEÅ D. 25 JUL 1860” low box pmk on 10 kopek roulette I on a
very beautiful cover with full contents. R 3. SUPERB. 100

P 2210 8C3 � “TORNEÅ D. 3 FEBR 1869” low box pmk on a very beautiful cover
with two copies 20 penni roulette III. The right stamp in much darker
shade. SUPERB. 150

µ 2211 9C3 �/ � TORNEÅ low box pmk on four superb copies 40 penni roulette III. Two
in black (one with ½ perf. missing) and two in blue. Please inspect. 150

2209 2210

2212 2213 2214

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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“The Rancken Cover”

Lot # 2218 µ
1 I �

Spectacular cover from Wasa with 6 x 5 kopek small pearls
including a strip of five, which is the largest unit recorded of
5 kopek in any condition. Paying for a six-fold short distance
letter to Jakobstad. A vertical archive fold through the strip
and a tear in the left stamp, still exceptional quality with
very good margins all around, clear and sharp pen crosses. At
side a light low box postmark “WASA 24 MAR 1858”.
Pictured in the MonacoPhil catalogue 2002 on page 88. Sign.
RGm & cert. Schwenson.

A MAJOR FINLAND RARITY

€uro 75.000
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P 2219 2 � “WASA 20 Maj 1857” low box pmk on 10 kopek Oval with good mar-
gins. Sign. RGm. SUPERB. 250

P µ 2220 2e � “WASA 24 OCT 1858” low box pmk at side and ink canc. on 10 kopek
with a small part of second stamp in tête-bêche position. The stamp is cleaned
and the cover a little smudgy. Sign. RGm & cert. Schwenson. 250

µ 2221 �/ � WASA - NIKOLAISTAD, four pages with three diff. prephilatelic covers
and 10 kopek roulette I single + on cover with superb Wasa low box
pmks. Renamed to Nikolaistad 1855 with 5 pages roulettes penni 
values incl. three covers and a  pair of 8 penni. Incl. superb and coloured
pmks, just a few small perf. problems. Please inspect. 300

P 2222 � WIBORG in cyrillic letters within frame on a very
beautiful cover to Reval 1806 with full contents.
F=35.000+. SUPERB. 1.000

2219 2220
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P 2223 � “WIBOURG” in French spelling on a spectacular
insured cover 1842 with five seals. Very clear and
beautiful pmk. F=40.000++. 
SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM. 1.000

P µ 2224 2e � “WIBORG 15.5 1859” high box postmark on a beautiful 10 kopek. Cert.
Schwenson. SUPERB. 200

P 2225 2 � “WIBORG 24.1 1859”, superb high box pmk type II on 10 kopek  and
pen “24”, probably date. Small margin at top and three very large.
Sign. RGm. SUPERB. 200

P µ 2226 2v1 Paar A wonderful piece with 10 kopek on narrow laid paper with excellent
“WIBORG 30.4 1858”. Small blue stain in margin only, at lop left. Ex.
Fabergé. Cert. Schwenson. SUPERB. 250

2224 2225
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Mixed Franking 
with Copenhagen Printing

Lot # 2227 µ
8v2C2+11 �

An extremely rare cover to France with 20 penni 
roulette II mixed with 32 penni from the first Coat of
Arms printing “WIBORG 20.7 1875”. Some short perfs
on the roulette stamp as usual in this late period.
Pictured in “The Grand Prix Club Book” on page 139
and in the MonacoPhil 2000 catalogue on page 84. Cert.
Schwenson. 

VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 10.000
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P 2231 � WILLMANSTRAND in cyrillic letters on a very
beautiful cover 1814 with full contents. F=40.000.
VERY FINE & RARE. 1.000

P 2232 2 � WILLMANSTRAND manuscript on a beautiful 10 kopek with part
of stamp at top from tête-bêche position. Sign. RGm. SCARCE 200

P 2233 2 � “WILLMANSTRAND 23 MAJ. 1857” low box pmk on a very beauti-
ful piece with 10 kopek. R 4. Sign. Linder. SUPERB & RARE. 400

P µ 2228 10C3a � A fantastic 1 mark yellowish brown with an excellent blue
“WIBORG 18.11 1872”, a very small thin spot. Cert. Schwenson. 300

µ2229 �/ �/ WIBORG. A fantastic collection on 17 exhibition 
� pages, starting with two prephilatelic covers and 10

kopek Oval with four singles and four covers with
various types of pmks. All beautiful but three
somewhat close cut. Further a specialized section
roulettes incl. covers, many superb pmks of various
types incl. coloured, also one red. Please inspect! 1.500

µ 2230 �/ � WICHTIS small c.d.s. on roulettes (R 3) incl. coloured ones, three covers
and three single stamps. Some small perf. problems. Please inspect. 150

2232 2233
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Spectacular Lilac-Red Pair

Lot # 2234 µ
2d �

This rare shade in a pair of 10 kopek with very good mar-
gins and an absolutely perfect and rare low box post-
mark “WILLMANSTRAND 21 APR. 1857”, Facit R 4.
Small thinning in the right stamp. Sign. Bühler & cert.
Schwenson. 

EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 2.000
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P µ2235 2e � A wonderful cover with 10 kopek pen cross and the
rare high box “WILLMANSTRAND 18.9 1858”,
Facit R 4. Cert. Schwenson. SUPERB. 600

P 2236 4C1 � “WILLMANSTRAND 28.7 1860” high box pmk. R 5. SUPERB. 150

P µ 2237 4C1a � Double rate cover to Russia with 10 kopek roulette in pair with a beau-
tiful and rare high box Willmanstrand pmk, Facit R 5. Some toning and
a blunt corner perf. Cert. Schwenson 150

µ 2238 �/ �/ � WILLMANSTRAND. Selection on six pages starting with a prephi-
latelic cover 1854 with scarce low box pmk followed of high box
pmks on a 10 kopek Oval, slightly touched and on a beautiful pair of
10 penni roulette. Further c.d.s. on various roulettes incl. two covers,
superb ones as well as coloured incl. one violet. Some perf. pro-
blems. Please inspect. 400



P 2239 � WINKKILÄ in cyrillic letters on an extremely beau-
tiful cover 1848 with full contents. F=55.000.
SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY. 2.000

€uro
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P µ2240 � “ÅBO 24.5 1857”. An absolutely wonderful 10 kopek
red carmine. Cert. Schwenson. EXCELLENT. 500

P µ 2241 2b � “ÅBO 22.7 1856” excellent high box pmk on 10 kopek carmine on a
beautiful cover, cleaned and ironed out.Sign. RGm & cert. Schwenson. 250



µ 2244 �/ �/ � ÅBO, selection on album pages starting with prephilatelic covers
incl. the rare red Åbo. Further covers with early small c.d.s. and a
nice section roulettes incl. three covers. Please inspect. 600

€uro
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Åbo Rare Small Circle Postmark

Lot # 2243 µ
2e �

A fantastic little envelope with 10 kopek carmine red with a per-
fect strike “ÅBO 7.9 1860”, the small c.d.s. which is extremely rare
on this issue (Facit + 25.000). Late usage of ovals. Cert. Schwenson. 

EXCELLENT EXHIBITION RARITY

Provenance: Agathon Fabergé

€uro 2.000

P µ2242 2e � “ÅBO 9.3 1860” in the extremely rare small c.d.s.
(Facit + 25.000) in excellent strike on a very fresh 10
kopek with three large margins and just touched at
top. Ex. Leo Linder. EXHIBITION RARITY. 500



P 2245 2 � REVAL framed arr. postmark on 10 kopek with a well placed Karis
canc. 1859. Sign. RGm. VERY FINE & RARE. 200

P 2246 4C1 � “REVAL 23 JUNE 1864” on a fabulous piece with 10 kopek roulette I.
Sign. Strandell. SUPERB & RARE. 150

€uro
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Foreign Postmarks

P 2247 4C1 � A wonderful Russian numeral “37” on 10 kopek roulette I, one creased
corner perf. SUPERB & RARE. 150

P 2248 6C3 � DANISH numeral “55” RIBE in a very beautiful and central strike
on 8 penni roulette III with small faults. Sign. Bühler. 
POSSIBLY UNIQUE. 150

P 2249 6C3 � “NEW YORK SEP 9” red c.d.s. on two of the three 8 penni roulette III
on a beautiful piece, pos. 36, 46 & 47. Just a few perf. faults. Ex.
Mertens & Fabergé. RARE. 300

2245 2246

2247 2248
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P 2250 9C3 � “GEFLE 28.5 1874”, a superb Swedish canc. on a piece with 40 penni
roulette III in late printing. Just two short perfs which is unusually
good for this late production. VERY RARE. 150

P 2251 9C3 � “REVAL 1 SEP. 1869”, Russian postmark on a wonderful piece with
40 penni roulette III. Ex. Mertens & Fabergé. SUPERB & RARE. 150

2250 2251

Stockholm Postmarks

Lot # 2252
5-7+9C3 �

A spectacular 4-colour piece with 5+8+10+10+40 penni, all in roulette III with
some perf. faults. Excellent Swedish postmarks “STOCKHOLM N:r 7. 9.10
1872”. Probably paying the 73 penni rate for a cover to England. Ex. Mertens &
Fabergé. Exhibited in Berlin by Leo Fröhlich acc. to an interesting note on back. 

EXHIBITION RARITY.

€uro 500



P 2253 8C3 � A wonderful 20 penni roulette II with Swedish “STOCKHOLMS K.K.
23.8 1869”. EXCELLENT. 100

P 2254 9C3 � An exceptional piece with two copies 40 penni roulette III with
Swedish “STOCKHOLMS K.K. 5.8 1867”. SUPERB 100

€uro
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P 2255 9C3v8 � Beautiful piece with pair + single of 40 penni roulette III with superb
Swedish arr. pmk “STOCKHOLM 30 JUL. 69”. Left stamp with varie-
ty “white dot after PEN”. Ex. Kirchner. 150

P 2256 � Beautiful 32 penni Copenhagen printing with Swedish pmk “LÅD-
BREF FRÅN FINLAND”. Sign. RGm. SUPERB & SCARCE. 150

P 2257 7C1 � Beautiful 10 penni in the scarcer roulette I with Swedish pmk “LÅD-
BREF FRÅN FINLAND”. SUPERB & SCARCE. 200

2253 2254

2256 2257

Swedish Mailbox Postmark
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Åland Islands
A very special and interesting part of the Gummesson collection was the im pres-
sive section of Åland Islands, which can be considered an exhibition collection in
itself. The last time it was exhibited was on invitation at an exhibition in Åland in
the year 2000, when Per Gummesson brought it by himself on his own sailboat.
Needless to say a large part of this exciting collection was also shown in
Melusina in 1963.

Lot # 2258 µ
�

“ECKERÖ” in cyrillic letters on a registered cover dated “Eckerö
Torp 2. Juli 1836” to Sweden with full contents. Beautiful transit
pmk “GRISSLEHAMN 4.7 1836” and on back a seal of the Post
Office in Eckerö. Light strike of this very rare postmark (Facit
80.000), especially rare on a registered cover.

SUPERB

€uro 1.500

Registered Eckerö Letter



P 2259 � “ECKERÖ 22 APR 1854” rare low box postmark on a beautiful cover
with full contents. Very interesting about the Governor’s order that
the ship “Richard” anchored in the harbour of Torp should be either
burnt or blown up as the enemy (the British) might take it over. All
cargo had been taken off and carried 20-30 km into the island.
However, the sender is making arrangements for the ship to safely
sail to Björneborg or to Sweden. HISTORICAL & RARE ITEM. 250

€uro

60

2261

P 2260 2 � Very beautfiul 10 kopek with rare low box “ECKERÖ 22 MARS
1856”. Facit RR. Sign. RGm & Pfenninger. SUPERB. 300

P 2261 6C2 � Very beautiful 8 penni roulette II with rare low box “ECKERÖ ? DEC
1870”. 150

P 2262 5v1C3 � Beautiful pair 5 penni roulette III on laid paper with a few short perfs.
Superb “ECKERÖ 8 DEC 1870”. Rare low box postmark, even more so
in blue. 100

2262



P µ 2264 8v1C3x+ An extremely beautiful cover with the very rare and excellent c.d.s. 
9v1C2 � “ECKERÖ 11.7 1871”. Facit RR. Domestic double rate cover with pair

of 20 penni roulette III and 40 penni roulette II, a few minor faults of
no importance. Pictured in “Early Postmarks of Finland”. Cert.
Schwenson. POSTMARK RARITY. 400

€uro
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P µ 2263 4C1LK � Very beautiful cover to Sweden with two copies 10 kopek roulette I
with the very rare and superb low box “ECKERÖ 16 AG 1866”. Facit
RR. Some short perfs on left side. Cert. Schwenson. 
POSTMARK RARITY. 300

P 2265 FK 1 Very beautiful “PORTOSTEMPEL” 10 kopek enve-
� lope, type II with very rare low box “SKARPANS

27. OCTO 1848”. Facit 10.000 + 15.000 for the post-
mark. SUPERB. 1.000
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P 2267 2 � A wonderful cover to Reval with 10 kopek cut round. An excellent
strike of the very rare high box “KASTELHOLM 3.9 1859”. Facit RR. 400

One of Five Recorded

Lot # 2266 µ
FK 1 �

A wonderful “PORTOSTEMPEL” envelope 10 kopek, type I with
very clear “KASTELHOLM” in cyrillic letters. Facit 10.000 + 15.000
for the postmark. Enclosed an article in “Luppen” 1998 No. 1 by
Mårten Sundberg, picturing the five envelopes recorded with this
postmark, showing that this is the most clear one. 

SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY.

€uro 1.500
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P 2268 4C1 � Very beautiful cover with 10 kopek roulette I with rare high box “KAS-
TELHOLM 9.2 1861”. Facit R 5. 150

P 2269 � A wonderful free letter to Eckerö with the rare high box postmark
“KASTELHOLM 18.9 1867”. Full contents. EXCELLENT. 100

2268 2269

2271 2272

P 2270 13+17S � A spectacular piece with 2 x 5 penni and pair of 25 penni with excellent
“MARIEHAMN 10.10 1881”. SUPERB & RARE. 100

P 2271 11 � A wonderful well centered 32 penni with rare blue “MARIEHAMN
21.10 1875”. SUPERB & VERY RARE. 200

P 2272 19S � A wonderful 1 mark senate printing with excellent and rare “MARIE-
HAMN 13.1 1882”. 100



P µ2273 12Sc+ Very beautiful cover to Denmark with 2 penni in 
24Sc+ pair, 8 & 20 penni in perf. 11. Superb and rare care 
16Sg canc. “MARIEHAMN 19.12 1878”, archive fold 
� through 8 penni and two brownish perfs. Cert.

Schwenson. VERY FINE & RARE. 1.000

€uro
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P 2274 18S � Very beautiful cover to Denmark with very rare blue “MARIEHAMN
9.12 1875”. 200

P 2275 2 � KUMLINGE. Very interesting piece with 10 kopek with pen cross
and very good margins. Acc. to notes on the piece/stamp coming
from a letter sent by Joh. Fr. Silander from Kumlinge 27 April 1858.
Sign. RGm. 200



P µ2276 � COURIER COVER to Sweden dated 29 April. The
year defined to 1637 by Rolf Gummesson, probably
based on the sender Staffan Hansson Scheder (ini-
tials “SHS” in the seal) being Commander on
Åland 1636-1655 and the General Post was introdu-
ced in Finland 1638 (in Sweden 1636). Very beauti-
ful and very few courier letters from Åland are
recorded.  The text (in Swedish) on front and back
can be viewed on our website. 500

€uro
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P 2277 � A wonderful feather letter with full contents 10.4 1809 within Åland,
from Bommarsund to Qvarnbo. Beautiful brown feather in a black
seal with note “fortskaffas flygande” (to be carried flying). 
EXCELLENT & RARE. 250

P 2278 � A wonderful cover within Åland 9.11 1814 from
Önningeby to Tosarby with an extremely beautiful
brown and white feather in a red seal. Full contents.
EXCELLENT. 400

From or within Åland

2277 2278
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Lot # 2279
�

A spectacular feather cover 22.6 1809 within Åland, from Söderby
to Qvarnbo with full contents. Two beautiful feathers, one brown
and the other blue, which is extremely rare. 

EXCELLENT

€uro 1.000

Blue and Brown Feathers
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Six Feathers

Lot # 2280
�

An exceptional feather cover 24.4 1814 from Eckerö to Djekenböle
with one brown feather supplemented by five small brown/white
feathers in another seal. Thus making sure that the cover, sent at
10 o’clock in the evening, should arrive before 9 o’clock in the
morning on the next day. Noted on front and mentioned in the
contents. As well at lower right corner endorsed “Fortskaffas”
with a small paper substitue at the tip, where the paper was bro-
ken due to the seal, placed after diagonal folding of the cover. 

SUPERB & UNIQUE ITEM

€uro 2.000
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P µ2285 FK8Iv Scarce 5 kopek envelope with additional franking
+1 Ic of 5 kopek small pearls with typical Tammerfors 
� ink cross, on front ”TAMMERFORS 5 JUNI 1858”.

Sent to Kastelholm and addressed to Franz von
Knorring. The flap of the cover is separated and
refastened and the stamp that is octagonal cut, almost
round, has a scratch at bottom. Certs Gummesson &
Schwenson. VERY RARE COMBINATION. 1.500

2282

P 2283 � Corwn Post letter from Åbo 16.7 1752 to Abraham Stenberg in
Kastellholm with full contents. 150

P 2284 � Very interesting cover 4.10 1841 from Åbo to Åland with full contents.
Sent with the general Post and a light straight line “Åbo” canc. at top left.
Forwarded by the Crown Post 12.10 1841 to Kulla. SUPERB & SCARCE. 250

P µ 2281 � Very early letter with the general Post with full contents from Åbo 28.1
1742 to Abraham Stenbergen in Kastelholm. BEAUTIFUL & SCARCE. 250

P 2282 � A very early cover with the general Post from Åbo 2.5 1752 to Abraham
Stenbergen in Kastelholm, full contents. SUPERB & SCARCE. 200

22842283

Sent to Åland

2281
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Colour Error in Tête-Bêche

Lot # 2286 µ
5v1C3v4+5 �

A spectacular cover addressed to Degerby in Åland with
the 10 penni error in tête-bêche pair together with two
single 5 penni stamps. Perf. faults and an opening tear at
top going through the single stamp has been restored.
Pictured in “The Grand Prix Club Book” on page 139
and in the MonacoPhil 1999 catalogue on page 72. Sign.
RGm & cert. Schwenson. 

A MAJOR RARITY OF THIS ISSUE

Provenance: 
von Möller

€uro 25.000



P µ2290 2e � Very beautiful cover to Sweden paid to the border
with 10 kopek with precanc. pen cross and pmk
“FRANCO GRÄNSEN” at top left. Opened out for
exhibiting.  Cert. Schwenson. VERY FINE & RARE. 750

€uro
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2288 2289

P µ 2287 � Very beautiful cover from Åbo 1836 to London via Grisslehamn. Scarce
“frco Greifswald” and on back rare “KSNPC GREIFSWALD 8 OCT”. 200

Sent via Åland

P 2288 � Postage due letter from Hamburg “OBETALT FR. DANEMARK
HBORG 13 NOV 43” and the rare red rectangular “GRISSLEHAMN
19.11 43” (Facit 8.000). VERY FINE & RARE, 250

P 2289 � CRIMEAN WAR. Beautiful envelope from “JAKOBSTAD 9 AGUT.
1855” to Sweden, due to the war “Öfver Torneå” and on back rec-
tangular transit “HAPARANDA 12.8 1855”. SUPERB & SCARCE. 200



€uro
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P 2294 18S � A spectacular envelope “p. ångbåt till Sverige” with 32 penni and a
perfect Swedish “STOCKHOLM K.E. 25.9 1875”. SUPERB & RARE. 400

P 2295 9C2 � Very beautiful postage due cover with 40 penni “WIBORG 7.6 1866” to
Helsinki, readdressed to Marstrand in Sweden. Calculated as paid to
the border and charged 30 öre due. VERY FINE & SCARCE. 200

P 2291 10 SWEDEN a wonderful cover “FRANCO GRÄNSEN” to Wasa via
Grisslehamn with 30 öre Coat of Arms with an excellent “STOCK-
HOLM 27.7 1860”. SUPERB. 200

P 2292 13S � A very beautiful cover to Denmark with 5 x 5 penni perf. 11 with
Swedish “STOCKHOLM K.E. 23.5 1879”. SUPERB & SCARCE. 200

P µ2293 13Sj+ Very beautiful cover to Norway with 5 penni and 
15Sa two copies 10 penni with figure pmk # 360 and at 
� side “NY CARLEBY 20.7 1882”. Sent to Norway

“Via Ålands Haf & Stockholm”. Opened out for
exhibiting, Very light stains and envelope ironed
out at left of no importance. Cert. Schwenson.
VERY FINE & RARE. 750

2291 2292

22952294
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P µ2296 7v5C1+ Very beautiful cover to Norway with excellent and 
9v3C2 rare Swedish postmarks “LÅDBREF FRÅN FIN-
� LAND” on 10 & 40 penni, a few missing perfs.

Postage due “OTILLR:FRANCO” as it should be
double rate. Cert. Schwenson. 1.000

P µ2297 2e � Very beautiful cover to Sweden with with a pair of
10 kopek “HELSINGFORS 12.9 1859” and pen
cross, endorsed “via Grisslehamn”. Opened out for
exhibiting, the pair is slightly cut in and round at
the ends. Ex. Kirchner & Fabergé. Cert. Schwenson.
RARE. 1.000



Lot # 2298 µ
2e �

A fantastic cover with a beautiful strip of three of 10 kopek
“HELSINGFORS 5.4 1858” and endorsed “Via Grislehamn
och Stockholm”. A bit smudgy and small repairs at bottom
right corner of the strip, due to a somewhat careless opening
of the envelope. Sign. RGm & cert. Schwenson. 

EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 5.000
73

Cover to Norway
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Unique Combination & Mixture

Lot # 2299 µ
1 II + FK �

An absolutely stunning three-fold cover to Sweden with
a sensational franking of two 5 kopek with large pearls
together with five cutouts (!) from postal stationery
envelopes. All cut to shape with superb “HELSING-
FORS 29.7 1859” and pen crosses, endorsed “via Eckerö”.
A remarkable and puzzling way to frank a heavy letter.
Pictured on the front of “The Early Postmarks of
Finland” by Gummesson, Ossa & Stenberg as well as in
the MonacoPhil 1997 catalogue on page 74. Cert.
Schwenson. 

A MAJOR RARITY IN SUPERB CONDITION

€uro 60.000
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µ2300 TOWN POSTMARKS collection before 1900 incl. a
few ovals, roulettes and Coat of Arms, also interes-
ting covers, postcards etc. Many beautiful and
superb pmks incl. many small places on Coat of
Arms, like Geta, Godby, Kumlinge, Lemland,
Sund, Sunds and Wärdö. Please inspect! 750

µ2301 �/ �/ SHIPMAIL. Exceptional remainder collection, 
� mostly mounted on exhibiton pages. Many roulettes

with ship pmks, like “STOCKHOLM” in various
types, also on cover, “LÅDBREF FRÅN FINLAND”
etc. Further on later issues, ship canc. incl. in pen,
one cover and one card wreck mail from s/s Bore etc.
Please inspect! 1.000

µ2302 � COVERS VIA ÅLAND. Collection of 23 pre phila-
telic and stampless covers, either mounted or
described to be added into the collection. Many
interesting postmarks, incoming mail as well as
some interesting destinations like Norway,
Gotland in Sweden etc. Please inspect. 750

µ 2303 � COVER selection of 8 early covers, mostly mounted on the exhibiton
pages. Several pre philatelic within Åland, which are scarce. Also a
cover from Stockholm with low box Eckerö as transit and a cover to
Denmark with roulettes. Please inspect. 400

µ 2304 � MILITARY MAIL, small selection mounted on pages, mostly censor.
Two from Mariehamn 1918 with censor “KC” to Denmark and
Sweden. Further “Ålandsdetachementet” 7 items 1918 to Sweden.
Please inspect! 250

€uro
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Åland Collections & Lots

P µ 2305 PRIVATE SHIPLETTER STAMPS. One from “Ångbåtsaktiebolaget
Mariehamn” and three different from “Ångbåtsaktiebolaget Åland”
on two exhibition pages. Bid

Ex 2305
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Rarities

Largest Multiple Recorded

Lot # 2306 µ
1 IIa *

A spectacular strip of three of 5 kopek in the first, dark
blue shade with large pearls. Very fresh with original
gum, some faults incl. several creases. The largest unused
multiple recorded with large pearls. Cert. Schwenson &
sign. Senf.

Provenance:
Carl Schmidt
Ernst Nygren

€uro 15.000
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Unique Double Prints
The offer of the two double prints below is quite sensational. They are the
only two recorded of the Finnish Oval Type. They were not mounted in the
collection and did not belong to the Gummesson Grand Prix Collection in
Melusina in 1963. Rolf Gummesson obviously acquired them later, which is
indicated by the Ossa certificate for the 10 kopek, which dates from 1976.

Lot # 2307 µ
1 IId �

A spectacular 5 kopek green-blue with large pearls with a light partial
double print, the double print of the oval clearly seen all around. Canc.
“HELSINGFORS 4.11 1859 and pen cross. Also showing a very small
part of second stamp in tête-bêche position at top, explaining the nar-
row cut (but not touched). Sign. A.Diena & RGm, cert. Schwenson. 

EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 2.500

Lot # 2308 µ
2c �

A fantastic 10 kopek dark carmine, round cut with clear double print, low box
Fredricshamn postmark. Certs Ossa & Schwenson. 

UNIQUE EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 1.500



€uro
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µ 2309 � POSTAL STATIONERY ENVELOPES. Very interesting collection of
17 envelopes in reprints, partly mounted. Acc. to notes some made in
as few as 15 copies. Please inspect! 250

µ 2310 Two double size exhibition pages with full strips of 10 of reprints
1888 by Gripenberg acc. to album text. 5 & 10 kopek as well as 20
kopek black and “PORTOSTEMPEL” 10 kopek red and 20 kopek
black. Very rare in such multiples. 200

P µ2311 OVALS in reprints incl. such in stamp prints of
postal stationery envelopes. A fantastic collection
on Visir pages incl. the pictured proof for reprints
with some folds, but possibly unique, ex. Fabergé
and with cert. Grönlund as well as the pair 5+10
kopek, also ex. Fabergé with note “Westren Doll”
auction. Further a great variety and many speciali-
ties, e.g. 17 tête-bêche pairs, of which some in
blocks. Very high cat. value. Please inspect! 1.000

µ2312 REPRINTS from the classic period incl. stamp print
for envelopes and much Ovals as well as some rou-
lettes. An extensive collection incl. a complete set
“SPECIMEN” in frame of Ovals and roulettes.
Further many specialities incl. tête-bêche, small
sheets etc. Please inspect! 500

µ 2313 UPU-pages with reprints. Pages made by the Finnish post to send to
other UPU-countries. One double sheet with ca 25 reprints of Ovals,
stamp prints for postal stationery envelopes and roulettes incl. ori-
ginals. Another of same sheet with Coat of Arms, two sets of (8) with
changes made by pen for the values and years, all originals in perf.
11 incl. 32 p, and 1 m. All glued to the pages. Historical and rare
documents. 250

µ 2314 ** REPRINTS ROULETTES. Exceptional lot of mostly full sheets of 10
incl. a set with just the 10 kopek missing. 18 full sheets in total incl.
four 1 mark and further some blocks. High value and much extra for
all **. Please inspect. 250

Reprints



P 2316 45 � “Patriotic cover” sent registered to Germany with 1 rubel Russian
Type with rings “TAMMERFORS 2.IV.01”. Philatelic but interes-
ting, envelope in blue and white colours as the Finnish Flag.
SUPERB. 250

µ2317 �/ �/ SHIPMAIL end of 19th and beginning of 20th cen-
� tury. Very interesting remainder lot partly moun-

ted. Many Swedish stamps and covers cancelled in
Finland, a few Coat of Arms, but mainly Circle
type, Oscar II and Medallion. Further many covers
and stamps from Denmark, Germany and United
Kingdom canc. “FRÅN UTLANDET”. Please
inspect! 400

2318 REMAINDER LOT. Very exciting mixed lot with
various remainders, mostly classic issues, roulettes
and Coat of Arms incl some later, e.g. two copies 7
rubel Russian Type with rings. Otherwise large
variation, e.g. old covers, nice postmarks, a proof
sheet, a partly separated sheet 2 p. Coat of Arms
perf. 12½ etc. PLEASE INSPECT. 750

€uro
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µ 2315 12La ** COMPLETE SHEET of 2 penni Charta Sigillata in the first printing in
“pearl grey” shade, when they made the sheets with 50 stamps only.
Acc. to notation, very few such complete sheets recorded. All mint
NH, but perforation somewhat split. F=20.000+. 200

Miscellaneous
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Conditions of Sale

1, The auction is voluntary and lots are sold on behalf of the vendor to the highest bidder.
The prices indicated against each lot are starting prices and not minimum prices. It must,
however, be pointed out that the starting prices should reflect a low commercial value.

2, All bids must be submitted in Euro to which is added 25% commission incl. Swedish
V.A.T. Lots not picked up, are shipped on buyers risk. Postage, transport, insurance
and bankcharges or charges on creditcard payments will be added.
Exception: Only 20% commission, excl. Swedish V.A.T.,  only for
a. Export to countries outside of EU.
b. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU, but outside of Sweden, who forward their V.A.T. 

registration number in good time before the auction.
Lots marked • in front of the lot numbers are subject to import V.A.T. 12% will be
added to the hammer price, except for a and b above. Invoicing instructions must be
received before or during the auction. Invoices can not be changed afterwards.
The bids are increased as follows: Below Euro 500,-    Euro 10,-
                                                                     500,-–2000,-              50,-
                                                                    above 2000,-           ca 5%
Bids not corresponding with these steps might be reduced.

3, Bids submitted are binding, and cancellation is only acceptable if received 
simultaneously with the bid. If bids are given on behalf of others, then the bidder is
himself responsible for the fulfilment of the conditions of sale. The bidder is 
responsible for faulty mail bids and the same applies in misunderstandings in bids
submitted by telephone or fax. The bidder is personally responsible for any and all 
his purchases in the auction.

4, Mail bids are dealt with conscientiousness, but without further responsibility to the 
auctioneer. The auctioneer reserves the right to regroup, split up or withdraw lots and
can in case of misunderstandings or disagreements annul the bids and restart the 
bidding. The auctioneer can also withhold the assignment to undesirable persons or
refuse them admittance to the auction-room without explanation. In case of two 
equal mail bids for the same object, this will be sold to the bidder whose bid was the
first received. The mail bidder can write alternative bids and/or indicate a total 
maximum purchase limit.

5, Payment is made in advance based on an advance invoice. The ownership of the
objects remain with the vendor until the full invoice amount has been paid. If pay-
ment is not received 8 days from the invoice date, 2% interest per month is charged
together with a fee of Euro 10,-. To this may be added additional documented expen-
ces. Has payment not been received 30 days after the invoice date or has the buyer
refused to pay, then the objects in question can, without further notification, be re-
auctioned at the expense of the buyer.

6, Lots are conscientiously described but faults may occur. Claims must be made at the
latest 10 days after receipt of the lot and full payment has been made with 
reference to the invoice number. If a claim is accepted, the full hammer price + com-
mission and eventual V.A.T. is refunded. Interest compensation can not be made.

7, Request for extension must be made immediately and within 8 days from receipt.
Certifier must be approved by the auctioneer. In case of a claim the auctioneer may
demand a certificate from a well-known expert. Objects with certificates may, if the auc -
tioneer regards it as justified, and if the original certifier is approved by the 
auctioneer, only be returned if two other well-known experts have certified a different
opinion. Stamps with visible defects on photo (such as cuts, perforation, centering, can -
cellations etc.) can not be claimed. Returned objects must be in the same condition as
when received. Lots of more than three stamps can not be claimed if one of the stamps
has a minor defect. Large lots may contain both mint and used material. Collections and
mixed lots are sold as is. A difference of approx. 10–20% must be accepted by the buyer.

8, Submission of verbal or mail bids means that the bidder has accepted above conditions.
9, Swedish law is applicable.
Catalogue numbers next to the object number is based on FACIT for Scandinavia and
MICHEL for the rest of the world, if nothing else is stated.
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Tervetuloa!

Meet Postiljonen in Finland

Facit will also be represented in our stand
and offer their catalogues for sale!

Come and meet us at TamCollect 2019 in Tampere at
Tampere Exhibition and Sports Center 12-14 April.

Visit our stand were you can hand in consignments for future
auctions, sell for cash or just have a friendly chat.

Tule tapaamaan meitä TamCollect 2019 -näyttelyssä
Tampereen Messu- ja Urheilukeskuksessa 12-14. huhtikuuta.

Vieraile osastollamme, jossa voit jättää kohteita tuleviin
huutokauppoihimme,myydä käteisellä tai vain poiketa vaihtamaan

muutaman sanan kanssamme.

Tapaa Postiljonen Suomessa

Welcome!

TAMCOLLECT
12. - 14.4.2019

FACIT on myös mukana osastollamme ja
voit hankkia luetteloita suoraan kustantajalta!



There’s Always a
New Auction!

Join in!

Consignments accepted now!
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